This pattern is being offered out freely for personal use for crafters to accessorize their own
animal creations. If you choose to sell your handmade items, as with my other patterns,
please can you acknowledge Angela Waller at Pattern Parrot and attach a link to
patternparrot.co.uk with finished items.
If you are planning to sell more than 15 pieces a year, please contact me for notification, my
email address is angela@patternparrot.co.uk.

Thank you for your understanding and consideration.

designs patterns and accessories for handmade felt animals which are
safety tested. Although safety joints and eyes are used in their making you are advised
that it is
. Of course your creations can be enjoyed by children but it is suggested
this is done through supervised play and its highly recommended that you perform regular
checks to avoid potential hazards.
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To make this hat you will need:
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Brown felt 18 x17 cm
Grey felt 13 x 3 cm
Silver felt 3 x 6 cm
Light brown & grey embroidery thread
Small amount of stuffing
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You will need to cut two of the hat side pieces and one hat
strip.
Starting at the back of the hat, place the tapered edge of
the hat strip and line it up with the point at the back as
shown on the diagram.
Using overstitch and coordinating thread , sew along the
edge of the hat strip joining it to the edge of the hat side.
Repeat for the other side.
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Join from here
to the front

You will need a hat brim piece cut from
brown felt.
Using light brown embroidery thread and
blanket stitch sew from the point of the brim
along the bowed edge to the point on the
other side.

Sew a line of blanket stitch along this edge before
attaching the brim to the hat.

When you have completed the decorative
stitching, match up the centre of the straight
edge of the brim to the centre of the hat’s
front. Pin in place.
Continue sewing with blanket stitch along the
edge to join the two parts together.

Match this edge to the
front edge of the
hat strip

You will need two of the hat ear circles and two strips of brown felt 5mm wide by
approximately 7cm long which can be cut to size.
Hold the strips end to the circle and use 4 strands of embroidery thread in a light brown.
Sew, using blanket stitch , around the edge of the ear circle and long edge of the strip to join
them together. Cut the strip to size and join the short edges together with overstitch.
You will now have a small cylinder open at one end. Repeat for the other side.
To decorate the ear muff , stitch a circle inside the felt circle
and add a French knot or a couple of short stitches in the
centre to make a dot.
Now stuff the small cylinder and place the open end over the
position which is marked on the pattern piece with a grey
circle. Sew onto the hat using overstitch and coordinating
thread.

You will need the strap piece cut from brown felt.
Using light brown embroidery thread and blanket stitch
sew around the edge of the chin strap to decorate it.
To attach the strap to the hat, place it over the tabbed
end of the hat and attach it using backstitch and
embroidery thread to make an X.
If you like, you could use a button to attach the chin strap
on.

You will need the goggle piece in grey, two goggle glass pieces in silver and two strips of
grey felt 5mm x approximately 7cm which you can cut to length.
Like with the hat ear muffs, you will need to join the strip to the google glass using blanket
stitch and 4 strands of embroidery thread to create two open ended cylinders.
Stuff these cylinders and place over the circular spaces on the goggle piece. Sew into place
using overstitch and coordinating thread.
Once the glass sections are attached
decorate the goggles by using blanket stitch
and embroidery thread to sew around the
outer edge.
Position the goggles onto the hat brim and
sew into position using a stitch of your choice
(I used a running stitch ) and coordinating
thread. Hide your stitches in amongst the
blanket stitch

To make the scarf you will need to cut a rectangle of white cotton or poly cotton 41 x 6cm.
Iron it in half along its length. Now sew either by machine or by hand with back stitch,
diagonally at the ends and along the length of the strip as shown on the diagram.
Remember to leave a gap along the length of approximately 3cm so you can turn it through.
After stitching, trim across the corners to help stop them from bunching when you turn them
through. Iron your scarf flat and stitch the gap closed using ladder stitch or your choice of
hemming stitch.

Fold and iron along the length of the fabric strip

Sew along the dotted lines as shown.
Leave a gap for turning.

Trim the corners

